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the issues with
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to help you make the

most of your own
blog. Please check it
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of foliage that is used
to cover roofs. They

are similar to a green
house, but are placed
on a roof instead of on

a side of the house.
They can be used for

many different
purposes. They can be
used to cover a roof,
protect the roof from
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weather and make it
look attractive. There
are many benefits to
having a green roof

and the reasons as to
why you might want
to have a green roof

on your home are
numerous. In the first
place they are going
to protect the roof
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from certain types of
damage. If you have a
heavy snow storm and

the snow is piled up
on your roof, it can

cause damage to the
roof, which is going to
need some repair. By
building a green roof

onto your home, you’ll
eliminate this
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problem. Also, if you
have a home that has
an attic and you don’t
want anything leaking
into your home, this is
going to be a problem
if you have a regular

roof instead of a
green roof. Green

roof’s work by
absorbing water and
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snow, which will
hopefully never get

into your attic space.
They can also absorb

and reduce run-off
from rain and snow,

which will help reduce
the likelihood of your
basement flooding.
Another reason why

people might want to
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have a green roof on
their homes is
because it can

improve the overall
quality of their home.
A green roof is going

to make a home more
attractive to the eye
and can improve the
overall value of the

home. This is because
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a green roof can really
make a home look

more appealing and it
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oQ: Excel VBA Sort By Two Columns How can I sort a table where the
sorting is between two columns but not just one column? Here is the code

I am using to sort with one column: Sub Sort1() With
ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("data") .Sort.SortFields.Clear

.Sort.SortFields.Add Key:=Range("A2:A7"), SortOn:=xlSortOnValues,
Order:=xlAscending, DataOption:=xlSortNormal .Sort.SortFields.Add
Key:=Range("B2:B7"), SortOn:=xlSortOnValues, Order:=xlAscending,
DataOption:=xlSortNormal .Sort.SortFields.Add Key:=Range("C2:C7"),

SortOn:=xlSortOnValues, Order:=xlAscending, DataOption:=xlSortNormal
.Sort.SortFields.Add Key:=Range("D2:D7"), SortOn:=xlSortOnValues,
Order:=xlAscending, DataOption:=xlSortNormal .Sort.SortFields.Add
Key:=Range("E2:E7"), SortOn:=xlSortOnValues, Order:=xlAscending,
DataOption:=xlSortNormal .Sort.SortFields.Add Key:=Range("F2:F7"),

SortOn:=xlSortOnValues, Order:
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